Aid Stations

- Towers 1: 7.1
- Horsetooth 1: 10.3
- Towers 2: 14.1
- Arthur's West 1: 17.5
- Soldier Canyon: 24.9
  (25m Finish / 50m Turnaround)

- Arthur's West 2: 32.3
- Towers 3: 35.7
- Horsetooth 2: 39.5
- Towers 4: 42.7
- Arthur's East: 47.8
- Soldier Canyon: 50.1
  (50m Finish)

25mi / 50 mi Loop 1

50 mi Loop 2

25mi and 50mi Runners
Start Clockwise.
First leg is on Lodgepole Drive.

50mi 2nd Loop is Counterclockwise
50mi finish on East Valley instead of Lodgepole
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